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2020  CHALLANGESCHALLANGES

THE LARGEST MULTI-CITY OUTDOOR THE LARGEST MULTI-CITY OUTDOOR 
STREET FINGERBOARDING TEAM EVENTSTREET FINGERBOARDING TEAM EVENT

2121        DAYS      DAYS

> 5pc line w/ varial flip the rail is at least 4 stories up> 5pc line w/ varial flip the rail is at least 4 stories up
> 3pc line on a police car > 3pc line on a police car 
> 3pc line on a fire truck > 3pc line on a fire truck 
> 3pc line on a ambulance> 3pc line on a ambulance
> flip trick through or over an open flame> flip trick through or over an open flame
> 3pc on a double kink handrail / kickflip to flat out> 3pc on a double kink handrail / kickflip to flat out
> flip trick of/on something that is over 200 years old> flip trick of/on something that is over 200 years old
>> Trey Flip over a hot xl pizza. Pizza must not be covered Trey Flip over a hot xl pizza. Pizza must not be covered
> Kickflip over a large bowl of broth-based soup> Kickflip over a large bowl of broth-based soup
> kickflip 5-0 on a random public toilet seat> kickflip 5-0 on a random public toilet seat
> store > buy TechDeck > at checkout > Open  > store > buy TechDeck > at checkout > Open  
     do a trick >  drop it > stomp it!     do a trick >  drop it > stomp it!
> Prank Rival Team at These Meet-ups> Prank Rival Team at These Meet-ups
> > DOG TURD@public > DIY park >kicker around > 3 tricks over itDOG TURD@public > DIY park >kicker around > 3 tricks over it
> flip trick over a street grate> flip trick over a street grate
> get someone in uniform to successfully ollie on a FB> get someone in uniform to successfully ollie on a FB
> 2pc combo or better on an obstacle that’s on fire> 2pc combo or better on an obstacle that’s on fire
> > get launched out of a shopping cart while holding a fingerboardget launched out of a shopping cart while holding a fingerboard
> any challenge here with an “upside down FB” > any challenge here with an “upside down FB” 
 > ask crowd if anyone fingerboards [NOOB only]  > ask crowd if anyone fingerboards [NOOB only] 
> > skatepark > setup a few obstacles > get a random skateboarder skatepark > setup a few obstacles > get a random skateboarder 
     to do a 2pc combo or better on the obstacle > get name handle     to do a 2pc combo or better on the obstacle > get name handle

Banish Them! Banish Them! 
Call the Cops!Call the Cops!

Is there a Fire? Is there a Fire? 
That’s got to Hurt! That’s got to Hurt! 

Is it hot in here? Is it hot in here? 
Get kinky! Get kinky! 

Old as s**t!Old as s**t!
I’m getting hungry! I’m getting hungry! 

Is cereal a soup? Is cereal a soup? 
Public Urination!Public Urination!

Stomp it out!Stomp it out!

Rendezvous/Fingerboard Con!Rendezvous/Fingerboard Con!
Polishing a turd! Polishing a turd! 

Be grateful! Be grateful! 
You can do it! You can do it! 

If it was easy, everyone would do it!If it was easy, everyone would do it!
 Jackass!  Jackass! 

Upside Down! Upside Down! 
Where’s my People! Where’s my People! 

It’s your lucky Day!It’s your lucky Day!


